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Plenty Of Space For Our Family To Grow

PROJECT DETAILS 

Our Loft Conversion Has Provided Plenty Of Space For Our Family To
Grow.

With two young children to raise, Meghan and Michael Owen recognised the

potential of their end terraced house when they purchased it in 2013. 

 

The house had three bedrooms and initially it was baby Molly who was given the

smallest room. Meghan and Michael were so organised that they took their second

bedroom from the word go, as they realised they would be moving into the loft

eventually and so Macy had the master bedroom right away. 

 

A few years later, and the couple had everything in place for their loft conversion.

They researched several companies online and asked for three quotes. They were

impressed with the Econoloft representative who gave them great advice and was

clearly very knowledgable. 

 

Meghan said: “Even though Econoloft was not the cheapest of the three

companies, they offered a one stop shop solution and we thought that paying that

little bit extra to get the expertise we needed was well worth it.” 

 

Econoloft built a dormer loft conversion comprising of a master bedroom with

ensuite shower room in under six weeks. 

 

https://www.econoloft.co.uk/
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“With two youngsters in the house I was really concerned about how messy the job

would be,” said Meghan. “I was particularly nervous when they came to knock

through into the top �oor of the house – but it was totally stress free. The team had

everything well planned out and any mess was cleared up quickly and e�ciently.” 

 

Now Meghan and Michael have their own space in the loft which thanks to a Velux

window on one side of the wall and a Juliet balcony on the other, allows lots of

natural light to �ood in. 

 

Meghan has designed in some fabulous space saving cupboards which has

allowed her to take full advantage of every inch of space so the bedroom is

streamlined and clutter free. The ensuite is sleek and contemporary and includes a

walk-in shower and features Mediterranean style �oor tiles. 

 

“It’s amazing just how much space we have now and we are really pleased with the

conversion and with Econoloft,” said Meghan. “The loft conversion has freed up the

other rooms too. Molly and Macy want to share the former master bedroom for

now which means we now have a guest room and an o�ce. Our loft conversion

has provided plenty of space for our family to grow.”
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